WHY CAN’T CIA HANDLE
THE SAME LEVEL OF
OVERSIGHT THE
MILITARY GETS?
Congress has managed to review all aspects of
torture used in the military, with no untoward
outcome. Yet CIA insists if the same happens for
the torture used in the CIA, the sky will fall.

RUMMY: IT’S JIM
HAYNES’ FAULT
Rummy is basically blaming Jim Haynes for
trashing the Constitution.

CHENEY LIES,
OBSTRUCTION OF
JUSTICE & TORTURE
TAPE DESTRUCTION
Marcy noted earlier the article in today’s
Washington Post by Peter Finn and Joby Warrick
detailing the story surrounding abu-Zubaydah’s
capture and torture. I want to pick up where
Marcy left off; i.e. the evidence that nothing
was obtained from abu-Zubaydah’s torture is the
reason the torture tapes destroyed.

JOHN YOO’S WRESTLING
MATCH WITH THE FIRST
AMENDMENT
Read with the close attention with which John
Yoo refuses to read our Constitution, Yoo’s
latest attempt at self-defense is even more
pathetic.

THE WSJ'S CURIOUS
PICTURE OF CONGRESS
AND TORTURE
The WSJ is warning Congressional Democrats not
to investigate Bush’s torture policies. But
there are holes in its case.

WE HAVE MET THE WMD
TERRORISTS, AND THEY
ARE US
The Bush Administration leaned on the Swiss
government to destroy crucial evidence in a
broad investigation into the nuclear
proliferation network of AQ Khan because the
information would implicate the CIA and US
Government in a web of entangled activities. As
a result, innumerable criminal investigations
have been compromised, if not destroyed
altogether. And Khan and the others walk free.

THE STRANGE CASE OF
HIWA ABDUL RAHMAN
RASHUL (PART 1)
In June 2004, Hiwa Abdul Rahman Rashul had his
15 minutes of fame when Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld answered questions at a press
conference about the detainee known to American
soldiers only as Triple X, the first ghost
detainee transferred from CIA custody to the
U.S. military. Rashul was suspected of being a
member of Ansar al-Islam, a violent Kurdish
Sunni Islamist movement opposed to the dominant
Kurdish groups of northeastern Iraq. The real
story of Hiwa Abdul Rahman Rashul wasn’t his
terrorist past or his time as a ghost detainee
of the DOD, but his treatment by the CIA in
between.

WHO FIRST SPREAD THE
IRAQI ANTHRAX CLAIM?
The likely sources for the earliest stories
claiming Iraq had a role in the anthrax attack
are pretty telling.

THE MISSING EMAILS
AND THE OVP COVERUP
Both the defense and prosecution introduced a
bunch of articles referencing the Plame leak–and

particularly OVP’s role in it–between September
27, 2003 to October 12, 2003. But some are
missing–most importantly, a bunch that came out
while Libby was in Jackson and Cathie Martin was
apparently in DC making statements claiming
Libby wasn’t involved.

BACK TO THE QUESTION
OF ABC’S SOURCES
A new article from the Guardian raises new
questions about whether Myers was the source
from the Principals Committee for ABC.

